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Breast dynamic MR features including texture analysis associated with pathologic prognostic factors in triple negative 
breast cancers. 
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• TARGET AUDIENCE – breast radiologist, breast clinician, oncologist, MR researchers. 

• INTRODUCTION - Breast cancers have inter- and intra-tumor 
heterogeneity. Molecular subtype of the breast cancer influenced to 
patient survival and recurrence rate. Especially, triple negative breast 
cancers (estrogen receptor(ER), progesterone receptor (PR) and HER2 
receptor negative) are very aggressive with poor prognosis. MR 
features of triple negative breast cancer differ from other types.1,2  
Higher stage breast cancer have internal necrosis and heterogeneous 
enhancement. These features are common in triple negative breast 
cancer. It will be possible that more aggressive tumors have different 
texture features3 compared to less aggressive tumors.  

• PURPOSE – To assess the association of breast dynamic MR 
quantitative features including texture analysis with pathologic 
prognostic factors in triple negative breast cancers 

• METHODS – Among 638 patients underwent breast cancer surgery 
between June 2012 and October 2013, Eighty three patients revealed 
triple negative breast cancer based on immunohistochemical staining 
(IHC). We excluded patient underwent primary systemic therapy. Finally, 
37 triple negative breast cancer patients (all women, mean age 73 ± 24 
years) enrolled our study. All patients were scanned prior to surgery on 
a 3.0 T Achieva scanner (Phillips). We acquired pre- contrast and five 
3D dynamic images with fat saturation (SPAIR). For texture analysis, 
initial enhancement phase (1 min 30 sec after contrast injection) images 
were used. The ROIs were drawn along the margin of the cancer in the largest diameter using in-house program. For 
dynamic feature analysis, MR CAD system (CADstream) was used. The percentage of rapid (>100% SI increase 
compared to pre-contrast image) and medium (40~60% SI increase compared to pre-contrast image) initial 
enhancement and delayed enhancement pattern were analyzed. The pathology results of specimens were categorized 
according to tumor size, histologic grade and axillary nodal status, and IHC result (Ki-67, p53, EGFR). The correlation 
of the texture and dynamic feature with each pathological prognostic factor were analyzed using Mann-Whitney U-test.  

• RESULTS and DISSCUSION - High percentage of plateau enhancement was associated with high histologic grade 
(p= 0.029). High Ki-67 index (≥14%) tumors shows high percentage of rapid initial enhancement (p= 0.04) and low 
percentage of medium initial enhancement (p= 0.04) and high percentage of plateau delayed enhancement pattern 
(p= 0.007), high entropy (p=0.03) and low uniformity (p=0.04) value on texture analysis. Positivity of EGFR associated 
with large MR maximum diameter (p=0.03). More than 2cm size of the tumor associated with high maximum MR 
diameter (p=0.002) and high entropy (p=0.003) and low uniformity (p=0.005). The higher percentage of rapid initial 
enhancement and plateau delayed enhancement pattern on dynamic MR and texture feature such as entropy and 
homogeneity associated with poor prognostic factors.  

• CONCLUSION – Initial and delayed enhancement pattern and texture features in breast dynamic MR were 
associated with traditional pathologic prognosis factors in triple negative breast tumor. These image features could 
predict preoperative breast cancer aggressiveness.  
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